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The training topic for the October meeting was the high tackle and our application
of Law 10. The members worked together discussing in groups how best to manage high tackle offences by using preventive refereeing and applying the appropriate sanctions depending on their judgment of the seriousness of what happened.
Before getting down to the task, they watched two video clips of the National
Rugby Awards 2016 ceremony reported in last month’s issue. They featured the
presentation to and the interview of your Editor, both now posted on our website.
These meetings
are opportunities to
talk/chat, get to
know new members, share experiences and learn
from each other.
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THOUGHT FOR THE MONTH
“Share your life with others.
You will have a joyful life.”
DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Tuesday 8th November 2016
7.30 pm
Shelford RUFC
Monthly Meeting
Topic: The role of the TMO
Rowan Kitt
ELRA Level 2 course
available for booking
12th & 26th February 2017
@ Old Cantabrigians RUFC
Friday 7th April 2017
Annual Dinner
and Ladies Night
APPOINTMENTS
Please contact our
Appointments Manager
Thomas Northcote
by using this email address
cudrrsappoints@gmail.com
Visit
CUDRRS website
www.cambsref.co.uk

It is a regret that
too many of our
active referees
don’t come to these
gatherings.
Regret on this occasion was counterbalanced by the apologies tendered by several regular attendees who were not able to make it. This demonstrated their
respect for our Membership Charter. Well done and thanks.
The session began with the screening of various examples of infringements of Law
10.4. Then the factors referees should take into account before making a decision
were identified as were the options of sanction that are available .
In groups, experiences and opinions were shared and some common approaches
suggested for the purpose of achieving consistency amongst CUDRRS referees.
It was appreciated that no two matches are the same and the contexts in which
they take place are different, unique in fact. Nevertheless, if all our referees follow
a similar path when determining whether to admonish or dismiss a high tackling
player, temporarily or permanently from the game, local clubs’ players and supporters are more likely to understand when and why cards of a different colour may be
shown in what they perceive to be the same foul play circumstances.
There is great concern currently in the game about concussion. The prevention of
high tackles is critically important if we are to avoid the serious consequences of
head injuries. Consider these statements
“Stricter implementation of the Laws of Rugby relating to collisions and tackles
above the line of the shoulder may reduce the number of head/neck injuries”.
“A study in New Zealand concluded that “ball carriers were at highest risk from
tackles to the head and neck region”.
CUDRRS believes tackles like
these are unacceptable in our
Rugby and is committed to protecting player’s safety from head
injury. All our referees must aim
to prevent or punish them.
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ACTING AS ONE
LAW 10. 4 (e). A player must not tackle (or try to tackle) an opponent above the line of the shoulders even if
the tackle starts below the line of the shoulders. A tackle around the opponent’s neck or head is dangerous play.
The Law is clear but judging how an offence against it should be dealt with is not as clear or easy for referees.
However, they would be more likely to make a correct, just and fair decision if they prepared for the eventuality.
Away from the pitch they should visualise the variety of tackles that infringe the law and how they might handle
them. Be prepared, the Scout movement motto applies equally to the mental and physical readiness of referees.
Some high tackles are deliberate and vicious. Some are unintended and accidental. Some are viewed by players
as an excuse for a fracas or hand bagging session. Some are acknowledged by the injured party as forgivable.
How best to deal with each of them was the question that the October meeting sought to answer.
The available sanctions are
Law 10. 4.(e)
Law 10.5

Penalty Kick
Admonishment Caution Sent off

It's when foul play is involved in a game of rugby that a card is likely to appear from the referee's pocket. That's
when the better referee uses common sense in making a decision whether a yellow or red card is the right one to
show. Referees have been advised to begin their thinking with a red card and work their way back.
The difficulty then is that in foul play situations most offences obviously do not deserve a red card, but because of
this advice some harsh yellow cards are dished out for them. Sometimes fouls are not intentionally committed but
are the result of bad timing in the contact. A yellow card for a high tackle made to prevent a try is justified though.
World Rugby says that every time the head or the neck is deliberately grabbed or choked, the player runs the risk
of receiving yellow or red card. Dynamic cleanouts around the neck must be penalised.
Match officials are responsible for the safety of the players. World Rugby recognises that, as with other types of
illegal and/or foul play, the circumstances of the high tackle determine which of the range of sanctions should be
applied. An illegal high tackle involving a stiff arm or swinging arm to the head of the opponent, with no regard to
the player’s safety, is clearly an action which should result in a red card or a yellow card being seriously considered. The meeting favoured the former colour. Thugs have no place on the rugby pitch.
“A referee’s decision should be based on an objective assessment of the overall circumstances of the tackle. Make
a decision within the context of the game. However, never use the yellow card as an easy option when a red card
offence has occurred”, says Wayne Barnes. His statement was accepted in the Group work session of the meeting.
The good management of a game requires preventive refereeing at times. Effective communication to players is
always a key factor. There was agreement that pre-match briefings should not include reference to high tackles
unless, as with Under 14’s rugby this season, the tackle line had been reset. Nevertheless, if during play, tackles
are very close to being illegal, players should be told to tackle lower during the action or in down time.
All groups agreed that referees must set the standards they want teams to conform to at the first opportunity.
At the first high tackle, the referee should deal firmly and appropriately with the offender and then speak to both
sides about keeping their tackles down. Not a formal caution this but “friendly” advice given in the spirit of rugby.
And what about advantage? To play it or not to play it after a high tackle was considered. The prime consideration
has to be the effect of the tackle on the tackled player and the reaction of the other players. For an innocuous
tackle with the non offending side retaining possession and gaining tactically or territorially, play advantage.
If advantage is to be played, the referee must make it clear that the penalty offence has been seen. However, if
there is a melee of players following a severe foul, then in the interests of the game, play should be stopped. More
often than not CUDRRS referees do not have official TJs to assist them. They are the lone park ranger and will
have to deal with these situations single handed-ly.
These notes are intended to achieve consistency of approach in the use of sanctions. By following this sequence of
thought and action, CUDRRS referees will achieve it.
See the offence. Be clear what happened
Evaluate the severity and intent
Stop play if serious injury caused
Play advantage if player safety is not at risk and game under control
Advantage gained. Deal with offender
Advantage not gained. Deal with offender
Decide sanction before speaking to offender
Be consistent throughout match
There are no black and white rules for use of cards for foul play. The art of refereeing is to know when to
issue a yellow or a red card. Our monthly meetings help us to develop our art. They do matter. Come along.
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A CASE IN POINT
Whilst compiling this issue, news came through about the early retirement of Alastair Hargreaves, a Saracens lock
just 30 years of age. He had won four international caps for South Africa and captained Sarries to the Premiership
title in the 2014-15 season. Alastair had become another victim of concussion.
"After seeking medical advice I've come to the conclusion that the risk is outweighing the reward," he said.
"I've suffered a number of concussions in the last two seasons. Although this was a hard decision for me, personally it's one that I feel is the right one to make." Sadly, his playing career is short compared with grassroots standard and the joy of playing rugby for several years more has been lost, unless he takes up refereeing of course.
Whether he suffered concussion as the result of being on the end of a high tackle or receiving a bang on the head
when driving into a ruck or getting his head in the wrong place in making a tackle is not material to the point this
issue of CONTACT is stressing. Referees must not let the heads of players become target areas.
We know that play in the professional game is steadily growing more ferocious, faster and injury ridden. That may
be accepted by the players getting paid to hit and be hit. At Community level, the pace of the game is slower but
sometimes the intensity is just as fierce. That’s when better refereeing faces up to the challenge.
To meet it successfully requires referees to understand the game they are managing. Do they realise what the
individual and team skills are and what patterns of play each side is employing? Are they sensitive to the players’
attitude as the game goes on? Do they feel the attitudes changing with the scoring pattern?
Are they in control of what is happening using preventive and punitive measures and interacting with the captains?
Are they effective in dealing with offences and particularly with foul play? Are they managing the match?
On our website is a training document - Positive Refereeing. It is a document that provides useful advice on this
subject as well as all aspects of the game. It’s worth paying a visit to www.cambsref.co.uk to read it. Whilst there,
take a look at the five part video of the Concussion meeting we staged a year ago.
Positive Refereeing states “Bad discipline, ill temper, foul play, dissent from decisions or abuse of the referee must
not be tolerated within Rugby. Clubs and team captains have the primary responsibility for their players’ behaviour.
Referees cannot shirk the responsibility they have to the Game and to other referees to ensure that such behaviour
is reduced to a minimum. If referees, by their incompetence or neglect, fail to deal effectively with players who
commit a series of petty offences or cheat, opposing players may become frustrated. It would not be surprising in
these circumstances, if foul play erupted later on in the game. Referees must exercise discipline to the highest
level they expect players to keep.”
If the Positive Refereeing approach advocated is adopted in the match, the incidents of foul play should be almost
eliminated. That said, should foul play and misconduct occur for whatever reason, be it due to the selection of a
thug in the team or the referee having an “off day”, it must be dealt with promptly, firmly and effectively.
Common sense use of the Ask, Tell, Penalise approach and the sanctions available for temporary suspension
and dismissal of players under Law 10.5 should help solve any problem.
In conclusion, let’s return to Wayne Barnes and record his comments that “the yellow card is an excellent tool for
managing a game. It can prevent more serious acts of foul play later. Not all foul play warrants a red card but a
stern talking to is also inappropriate at times. The availability of the yellow card gives the referee some latitude and
can be used as a management aid to help defuse a volatile game”.
Hopefully, when we talk and work together in CUDRRS, our refereeing will show a consistent approach that players will recognise and appreciate. Consistency amongst us is essential for CUDRRS to be taken seriously.

UNDER 14 RULES OF PLAY
The Tackle
John Hanlon reminds us of this
change from last season.
A “tackle” is deemed to be any
contact below the armpits of the
ball carrier which results in the
ball carrier being held by the opponent of the ball carrier.
Where the ball carrier is taken to
ground, the referee will call
“Tackle-Release”.
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SOLVE THE MYSTERY
Do you know this man? The seated figure below the stained glass window is the man in question.
This photo was taken at the Oxford Union in 1978. Eagle eyed Guy Mulley came across it and spotted a familiar
face. Intrigued to discover the identity of this familiar, his research took him to The Times where it was suggested
that the person was Teresa May’s husband. Guy, keen on politics, knew that the Mays had met in 1976 at a Conservative Association disco in Oxford University and that Mr Philip May was president of the Oxford Union in the
Trinity term in 1979.
Remaining unconvinced that the media suggestion was right, Guy decided to enlist the help of CONTACT. He is
certain that the face is known to CUDRRS members. This, then, is an appeal to our readers.
If any of you know the identify of that person sporting the lapel badge, please get in touch with Guy.
No need to inform this newsletter about the man standing in the middle. He is well known in the USA.

Taking a leaf out of the Jeremy Corbyn book of parliamentary procedures, CONTACT put a question to the Prime
Minister but has yet to get a reply from the House of Commons dispatch box or from No.10 Downing Street.
Can anyone ever get a straight answer from a politician? Will CONTACT’S readers help solve the mystery?
Could the mystery man actually be living in our midst?
CONTACT always seeks to be helpful and investigations have unearthed this photo of our PM and spouse (or mystery man).
The mystery deepens. Note the lady is now wearing the lapel badge.
Was it exchanged as a token of love instead of engagement rings?
If you know the answers to these riddles please put them on a postcard and address it to Guy Mulley c/o CONTACT.
An early response would be appreciated as Guy claims the mystery is
giving him sleepless nights.
Just a thought. Did our Honorary Secretary research human cloning whilst studying science at Oxford?

ANOTHER FAREWELL
In July, CONTACT reported the death of Brian Williams. Sadly, it records the death of another Eastern Counties
notable and former RFU President, R.E.G. Jeeps, CBE, at the age of 84. He was president in 1976 – 77.
Known as “Dickie” to the rugby family in Cambridgeshire, he played scrum half for Cambridge, Northampton, British Lions and England during the 1950s and 1960s. He won 24 caps for England,13 as captain, and toured three
times with the British Lions. He was a true legend of the game, physically and mentally tough with great vision, the
epitome of the chattering No.9 and a master at taking over control of a match from the referee.
After 273 games for the Saints, he returned to the Cambridge club in1963 and attempted to raise the level at which
it played. The City club’s fixture list was strengthened and all the talent within the County was invited to join the
cause. However, local club loyalty and rivalry hampered success. Eventually, Cambridge has made it to national
level. It has come along way since1949 when schoolboy Jeeps, aged 17, first played for them.
R.I.P.
A live Facebook group is now ready to use. If you are a Facebook member, have a
search for CUDRRS and you should be able to join the group.
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PROBLEMS SHARED
A problem shared is a problem halved they say. Refereeing problems are no exception and monthly meetings are
opportunities to tell someone if you have a problem and usually you will receive help to deal with it on the night.
I say usually, but two issues were raised at the October meeting. They concerned studs and barriers and were not
immediately resolved. Both need to be dealt with by Management Group.
Studs
Some members were unsure about the current World Rugby regulations concerning studs in boots. Youngsters in
particular play soccer as well as rugby and wear the same boots for each sport. Is this OK?
A year ago, World Rugby issued guidance which was posted on our website. Here it is.

Players Clothing – studs of players’ boots
Following recent questions from different parts of the country, it is timely to re-iterate, Law 4 – Players Clothing,
particularly as this relates to studs of players’ boots.
The World Rugby Committee has stated that Studs of players’ boots must conform with World Rugby Specifications (Regulation 12) and Law 4.3.– Studs.
a) Studs of players’ boots must conform with the World Rugby Specifications (Regulation 12).
b) Moulded rubber multi-studded soles are acceptable provided they have no sharp edges or ridges.
Unions are requested to remind Referees in their jurisdiction that they are obliged in accordance with World Rugby
Law 4.5 to inspect player’s clothing and studs for conformity to the Laws and Regulations of the Game.
If the referee decides that the clothing does not conform with Law or Regulation and in the case of studs specifically, the studs are burring, sharp or abrasive or liable to cause injury to a player then the referee must order the
player to remove it or them (or, as appropriate change boots).
The player must not take part in the match until the offending items of clothing are removed.
In summary;
1. There are no longer any restrictions on the configuration of studs or use of blades
2. Studs, when present, must comply with World Rugby Regulation 12
3. Referees must be vigilant to ensure that studs with sharp or abrasive edges are not worn.
Barriers
John Hanlon expressed concern that spectators at youth matches do not always stand well clear of the touchlines
and they encroach onto the pitch. In particular he referred to games at Under 13 level where the width of the playing area is reduced and the 5m lines become the touch lines. His request for the club to control this situation was
not acted upon and he queried what could be done about it.
RFU Regulations (13.7.3) requires each home Club playing a match in an RFU Competition to make provision:
(a)
to ensure that (with the exception of Permitted Personnel as defined in 13.7.6 below) all other persons are
kept at a reasonable distance from the playing area by permanent or temporary barriers; and
(b)
for two Technical Areas one for each team in a match to which Permitted Personnel (when not undertaking
their duties) are to be restricted during the match other than for the period of half-time.
Regulation 13.7.4 goes on to state
At Level 5 and below and only where the club committee is satisfied it is impractical or unnecessary for permanent
or temporary pitch side barriers or Technical Areas to be in place each Club in a match must (unless the referee
agrees otherwise) ensure that:
(a)
with the exception of Permitted Personnel, all other persons remain at a reasonable distance from the
playing area, and;
(b) Permitted Personnel (when not undertaking their duties) remain on the side of the pitch designated by the
home Club within an area bounded by the centre and ten metre line on the pitch and two metres from the
side line of the pitch at the end of the pitch in which it’s team plays the first half of the match.
CONTACT suggests that this issue is best dealt with collectively by Management Group, especially if several members are experiencing problems caused by crowd encroachment. Referees should identify incidents to Management Group. Then through the Constituent Bodies, local clubs should be asked to fulfil their responsibilities in this
regard.
For what its worth, when in my younger healthier days I ran the line at Grange Road and elsewhere, I insisted that
spectators kept behind the line of touch flags usually inserted in the ground 2 metres from the touchline. The touch
flag stick proved to be an effective goad. Prod. Prod.
If there is a problem with encroachment, the team captains can be enlisted to exercise crowd control if they want
their game to continue. The safety of players is a priority that is shared. Referees are not expected to carry all the
responsibility on their shoulders. The Regulation imposes obligations on the home club.
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CAMBRIDGE UNIVESRSITY AND DISTRICT
RUGBY REFEREES’ SOCIETY
BETTER REFEREEING FOR BETTER RUGBY

DATE: TUESDAY
8TH NOVEMBER 2016
TIME: 19:30 HOURS

DAVID HOWELL DRAMA PRODUCTIONS PRESENT

THE TELEVISION MATCH OFFICIAL

THE MYSTERIOUS OFFICIAL
Revelations by
ROWAN KITT

Unravel these TMO mysteries
What’s the job description?
Where does it take place?
What help is provided?
Who dictates to who?
Is it an enjoyable task?
Who benefits from it?

This is the third of this season’s meetings and is intended to broaden CUDRRS members knowledge of
what’s happening in the other parts of Rugby and why.
Rowan will be most interesting to listen to and chat with.
Our members officiate at International, Premiership
and Championship levels as well as the Community
level. At grassroots, TMO means The Match is Over
and so the post mortem can begin (with an assessment
probably). Don’t miss this one!

Nigel indicates he wants help and says “When we go to the TMO, which is quite
often these days, it’ll be a TV signal. And as TVs are square at the moment, the signal is square”.
Actually, Nige, most are rectangular except maybe in W ales where they're oval.
They do love their rugby in the valleys.

AFTER SHOCK
Sometimes the intervention of the TMO results in a player being sent off. The referee will then have to complete
a report form. The RFU has produced two new templates for referees to report Red Card / Abuse incidents.
These are now available on www.cambsref.co.uk, our web site, under Documents/ Society Forms.
Match Officials should visit the website and familiarise themselves with the information required for each report.
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TOP DRESSING
The season is well into it’s stride and so are CUDRRS referees. Not only that but they are brightly dressed in the
new orange based strip. To avoid colour clashing with the competing teams, their society wardrobes contain coats
of many colours. These photos reveal why CUDRRS is tops for better refereeing and better dressing.

ON THE CAT WALK
Five model performers. From top to bottom they are
Andy Bolden at Saffron Walden Saxons v Cantabs
James Pepper at Wisbech v Ely U 15s Tens competition
Tom Northcote at Saffron Walden v Sudbury
Joe McWilliams at Wisbech v Ely Under 15s
Tony Clayton Smith at Cambourne v Mildenhall.

IN STORE
The keeper of the society purse and the stock of kit, Paul
Wilson, conveys this message through CONTACT.
“Will those referees who have yet to collect their 2016-17 kit,
please get in touch with me as soon as possible?
At the end of October, any uncollected sets of kit will be
broken down into individual items and put back into general
stock and ready to issue to any new members that join us” .
Editorial note: Paul is a busy man who works hard for the
benefit of CUDRRS referees. They should respect his
wishes and do as he asks and not add to his workload.
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NOW THERE’S A FUNNY THING
Two experiences which raised smiles were related at the October meeting. Refereeing can sometimes be
fun.
The first incident occurred in a encounter between Shelford v Cambridge lower sides. Half time was almost over
and the referee decided to restart the game. A Shelford player then left the pitch to spend a penny in the nearby
bushes. The referee was not prepared to delay the kick off so told the player to ask permission before rejoining the
match.
Whistle blown, the game resumes with Shelford a man short (not caught short as that problem was relieved).
Play flows back and forth and Cambridge’s full back kicks high to gain territory. A Shelford player catches the ball
and kicks it into touch. With the ball dead, the referee looks for the toileted player to invite him back onto the pitch.
There is no sign of him so the referee counts the number in the Shelford team. They have fifteen. Anxious to preserve his control of the game, the referee calls the Shelford captain over to him and asks which of his players had
returned without permission. The culprit owned up and turned out to be the player who had just kicked the ball into
touch. ( Had he washed his hands before catching the ball was not established. Poor hygiene!)
Dilemma. What sanction to impose? An offence under Law 3.13 (c) had been committed. The sanction for this is
a penalty at the place where the play would restart. That would be at the line out which would mean Cambridge
had lost a fair bit of ground.
But what about Law 10.2 Unfair Play (a) Intentionally offending by infringing a law. Sanction - Penalty kick at the
place of the offence. That would be where the Shelford player had caught the ball. Cambridge would be pleased.
Justice must be done and be seen to be done. What would be your sanction in the spirit of the game?
The second was described by Calum Worsley. At the Cambridge ground he saw a player pick up an
opponent around the waist in a tip tackle. As the tackled players legs reached the horizontal, realisation
struck the tackler. If he dropped his opponent, he was in danger of being red carded . Sense prevailed
and he returned him to the ground in a vertical position.
The story did not have a happy ending for the ball carrier though as he was then legally tackled to the ground with
some force by the original tacklers’ team mate.
So it is not true that all players are ignorant of the laws, only most.

SMILING STEVE
It would appear that some of our referees have read page 59 of the Society Handbook for season 2016 - 17.
This has made Steve Cardy very happy as he told CONTACT that “The new arrangements for Whistlers’ reporting
appears to be starting off on the right foot in that those who have submitted expenses claims have also put down
Whistler scores? Please encourage lots more of it.”
And there’s the rub. What about those referees who do not claim expenses? Do they inform Steve some other
way? CONTACT has stressed on many occasions the importance of all referees sending Steve their points scores
for the respect and hospitality they receive from local clubs.
Surely, our local clubs deserve to be treated with the same respect we expect from them. A high rate of scores
submitted to Steve will show CUDRRS cares that the right club deservedly wins the trophy at the end of the season. So far so good. Thanks to those who are cooperating and thanks awaits those yet to do so.

MANAGEMENT MATTERS
APPOINTMENTS: During November, Jon Evans will be managing appointments and in October be sorting out
any reappointments. Tom Northcote is working abroad so match officials must keep Jon informed about their availability, including any late availability. Please remember to use CUDRRSappoints@gmail.com
ANNUAL DINNER AND LADIES NIGHT: Look ahead to Friday,7th April 2017. Be an early bird and book your
tickets at the discounted price of £40 each with a maximum of two being available to members. This offer remains
open only until 31st December. Thereafter, unsold tickets will cost £50 each to all comers.
To purchase yours, please contact David Norman (TN: 01223 335068 or Email: dn102@cam.ac.uk)
Cheques should be made out to CUDRRS and delivered to Paul Wilson, Financial Manager.
Further details about this most popular event will appear in future editions of this your favourite newsletter.
CONTACT is compiled and edited by Michael Dimambro, Honorary Member of CUDRRS.
Contributions from all in the Society and its customers are welcomed and invited.
Please send your comments, views etc by email to:
michael.dimambro@ntlworld.com or telephone 01223 564459.

